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INTERVIEWS
Every month we scour the planet to
find the best artists. We bring you
their stories and we showcase their
work. In this month’s issue...

SUBMITTING PHOTOS
Images must be high resolution (300) and sized at 100mm by 150mm.  

Email your photos to gallery@totaltattoo.co.uk or send them on a disc to 

Gallery, Total Tattoo, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, Norfolk, NR7 0AU
The disc needs to be labelled with the artist & studio name.

COMPETITION TERMS ANd CONdITIONS
All winners will be picked at random (or on merit if applicable) after the closing date. Entries received after the closing date will not be
considered.  The editor’s decision is final. Only one entry per person please, and remember to include your name and address. Winners of
convention tickets will be responsible for their own transport and accommodation unless stated otherwise. Total Tattoo is not responsible for
items lost or damaged in transit – though of course we will try to help if we can.

ON THE COVER
Model: Neen
Tattoos: Various
Photo: Tina Korhon en

Slawomir Nitsche

Ink & Iron
Tattoo Convention

Portsmouth 
Tattoo Convention
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84
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Aaron Bell
‘I did a lot of shows in those 

early on days, mainly as a 

way to gather information’

Soap
‘maybe we as artists need 

to come down a little from 

our ivory towers’

Roman Warwink
‘don’t bother me when I’m 

working, and take good care 

of it when I’m done’

82

Advertising & general enquiries

01787 242100
Subscription enquiries

0800 917 8794
totaltattoo@warnersgroup.co.uk

To find your nearest stockist call

01778 391150
or e-mail your postcode to 

vickyb@warnersgroup.co.uk

In Focus
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T
he sun is out and the weather is just

going to get better. That’s not

according to the Met office

incidentally; it’s just my own wishful thinking.

But the fact of the matter is that according to

the calendar summer is here, and that means that the great British

public are going to show a little more flesh than usual. For most people

that means slapping on a bit of sun cream and heading out into the

great wide open. Not so for us lot with custom skin jobs. It just creates

a bit of a conundrum. To show or not to show... that is the question?

I have friends who fall into both camps. For some it’s a chance to show

their tattoos with pride. They wait all year for the opportunity;

although they love their tattoos dearly, they also need them to fit in

with their lifestyle rather than put any limits on it. For others, even just

the thought of direct sunlight has them putting on an extra layer and

running for the nearest dark room. If by some erroneous set of

circumstances they do get caught out in the open, you see them

darting from one patch of shade to another.

Personally I fall some place in between. It’s factor 50 all the way for me,

but I love the feeling of the sun on my skin. Last summer we saw a

plethora of products coming onto the market, which are especially

designed to protect and enhance the look of your tattoo. Only time

will tell if this new generation of sun creams really live up to their

claims, but I’m sure at the very least they do the same job as the bog

standard discount store sunblock.

So I guess this is just a bit of a reminder. If you want your ink to stay

true and your dearly beloved to live up to its true potential as a

permanent partner you need to show it some love. 

Until next month...

James
editor@totaltattoo.co.uk

www.totaltattoo.co.uk

www.facebook.com/totaltattoomagazine

EDITORIAL

“The search for something permanent is one of the

deepest of the instincts leading men to philosophy” 
- Bertrand Russell

(1872-1970)

•    Total Tattoo has one of the best reputations 
     in the business - respected by tattooists and 
     tattoo fans alike.

•    Advertising in Total Tattoo is great value for 
     money. An advert can pay for itself many times 
     over with the extra business it brings in.

•    Most copies of Total Tattoo are read by more 
     than one person - passed around among 
     friends or in tattoo studios etc.

BOOST 
YOUR

BUSINESS
with Total Tattoo

Tens of thousands of people
read Total Tattoo worldwide.

Why not tell them about 
your product, service, 

studio or website.

Call Jill on 

01787 242100
or e-mail advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk

Ask for our media card – you’ll be amazed at how

reasonable our rates are. We can discuss your 

requirements with you, and we will work out the

best price deal to suit you too.  We can even 

design and create your

advert for you, at

very little extra cost.

You’re holding a copy of Total Tattoo

in your hand so you know the quality

and passion that goes into it.  

The same quality and passion goes into

the service that we offer our

advertisers.

e-mail advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk
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NEWS & REVIEWS
Tattoo news and reviews for your delectation and delight. If it goes on in the tattoo world, it goes in here. 
Send us your news items, books or products for review and items of general curiosity and intrigue for the tattoo cognoscenti.
News, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 7WL

BOOK REVIEW
The Collection 
Published by Modern Tattoo Ltd

Available from www.gentlemanstattooflash.co.uk

Price £60.00

Author: Kathy Maguire

Hardback 145 pages

This book is a must for those who are students of the Old School. As the name

implies, this is a collection of flash and acetates, with this particular collection coming

from the great Cap Coleman. Coleman tattooed out of Norfolk, Virginia, a busy port

town (which was also the home to Bert Grimm) from around 1917. His shop on

Main Street (a colourful area of town) was the place to be tattooed and Coleman

was without doubt a master of his trade. The collection also covers some of the

meaning behind his designs, along with some fantastic pictures of the man himself.

Even just a quick flick through will be enough for anyone to realise Coleman was the

real deal. 

We have moved !
This is the new postal address to

send all correspondence to.

Thank you for your co-operation.

Total Tattoo Magazine
111 Furze Road

Thorpe St Andrew
Norwich
NR7 0AU

$100 million
dollar lawsuit 
Tattoos and the armed services have always

seemed to go hand in hand. Or at least that

was the case until recently, but over the last

few years there seems to have been

something of a change of heart. This has meant

that many members of the forces are in a

position where they are being penalised for

decisions they made when there was no issue

to take into consideration. One Kentucky

National Guard soldier is making a stand and

suing the Military for $100 million for stopping

his promotion within the organisation because

of his tattoos, claiming that the new rules are

unconstitutional. If he is successful it could

well set an uncomfortable precedent for the

powers that be.

Modern Savage
Tattoo Studio
have moved
to a new purpose built studio. It’s now
set out over two floors, allowing a
more relaxed and private environment.
Located on the upper floor is Modern
Savage Laser Removal Clinic Ltd. The
clinic utilises the latest Quanta Q Plus
C Q-Switched laser system. You can
find them at Modern Savage Tattoo
Studio, Unit 14 Westmorland House,
Westmorland Street Wakefield WF1
1QN.  Tel : 01924 377885 E-mail :
modernsavage@hotmail.co.uk

Blackpool Tattoo
Convention
has stepped into the fray and will be

held on the August bank holiday

weekend, from Friday the 22nd to

Monday the 25th. More info can be

found at www.tatconblackpool.co.uk
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BOOK REVIEW
109 Apokrypha
Author Jondix & Mike the Athens

Hardback, 232 pages

Price £40.00

Available from

www.gentlemanstattooflash.co.uk

109 Apokrypha is the second in a series of small but wonderful books from Mike the Athens and

Jondix, dealing with symbols. The simple ink drawings on paper, with the meaning of each one

explained, makes this a must for all of those who desire a little meaning to their madness.

TICKET GIVEAWAY
Alt-Fest’s line-up features an all star cast of everything alternative, stretching from the eighties

right up to the present day. Forefathers of alternative sounds,  The Cult and Gary Numan, will

perform alongside superstars such as Marilyn Manson, as well as many newcomers including

Fearless Vampire Killers on metal, industrial, goth and steampunk stages. Also performing over the

weekend are Circus of Horrors, and there will be DJ sets from clubs including Vampire Party,

Slimelight and Club AntiChrist. The event is taking place on the 15th to 17th of August 2014 at

Boughton Estate in Kettering, and we have three pairs of weekend tickets for three lucky

winners. All you have to do is let us know via email why you need to be there, using

the subject line ‘Alt’. Entries must be in by July the 3rd. Terms and conditions apply

(see page 5). For more information go to

Alt-Fest.com.

The Halloween
Bash
has moved once again. The 2014
outing will be coming at you from
Wolverhampton racecourse and be
held on the weekend of November the
8th and 9th. More info can be found
at www.halloweentattoobash.co.uk



LINKYS
Here is this month’s selection of web links, containing a wide range of tattoo snippets for you to

enjoy.  If you know of a good Linky that you think our readers would like, drop us a line to

editor@totaltattoo.co.uk putting Linkys as your subject.

Brocken Heart Cartel

https://vimeo.com/91897136

The Mark of an Actor

www.youtube.com/watch?v=IgueAk_Hjo8

Recycle your Head Phones

www.youtube.com/watch?v=zgjr6d66HSg

Wired For Sound - Cliff Richard 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=sn9mLnKmPco&feature=kp
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BOOK REVIEW

Eastern Shadows
By Jack Hunter

Published by Shinbaku Books

A4 Perfect Bound, 144 pages

UK price £19.95

Ukiyo-e Master series: Volume Eleven

Eastern Shadows features a collection of 20 classic

Japanese stories, illustrated by over 90 Japanese

woodblock prints and presented in full colour. The

book features the work of such illustrious artists as

Kuniyoshi, Yoshikazu, Yoshimori and Kunichika, and

tells tales of demons, shapeshifting goblins, ogres,

giant serpents and the warriors that fought and

defeated them. If you are a fan of classic

traditional Ukiyo-e prints from the Edo and

Meiji era, and the folklore behind them, then

this is a must have book.
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URBANZ

HEADPHONES

GIVEAWAY

We all know that sickening crunching noise

underfoot, which spells death and destruction

for yet another set of headphones. Into the bin they go without a

second thought and once again it’s time to go shopping. Well hold it

right there. Here are a couple of facts courtesy of Urbanz which may

stop you in your tracks. The UK produces over a million tons of

electronic waste every year; that’s the equivalent weight of 2400

jumbo jets. That’s not a great statistic by any means, but help is at

hand. RecycleYourHeadphones.com is a new campaign by

ColourYourWorld by Urbanz to raise awareness of e-waste by calling

on people to recycle their old or broken headphones. This will lower

the amount of toxic e-waste going into landfill, and damaging our

precious planet. Music lovers can also opt to receive 45% off a new

pair of ColourYourWorld by Urbanz headphones priced £15 or more.

And 10% of all sales will be donated to www.greenpeace.org. You can’t

say fairer than that. So to get you all in the swing of this recycling thing

we have 20 pairs of Urbanz Neon headphones to give away, as long as

you promise to recycle your old ones. Just drop us a line to the usual

address: comps@totaltattoo.co.uk and answer this simple question... 

Who was ‘Wired for Sound’ in 1981? Was it

a. Cliff Hanger

b. Cliff Richard

c. Cliff Path

All entries must be in by July 3rd.  Terms and conditions apply (see page 5).

RHR GIGER 
RIP
1940-2014

R
Its almost impossible to stress the cultural influence that HR

Giger has had on the visual aesthetic of the latter part of the

20th century. His biomechanical world seeped into our cultural identity and has been embraced

across multiple creative platforms, tattooing being just one of them. His xenomorph alien design

used in the Sci-Fi horror masterpiece ‘Alien’ was, for most of us the introduction to his twisted

world.   He was a very private man, by all accounts, warm and kind, the very opposite of his dark

vision. His legacy will continue to resonate down through the generations.
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aron Bell grew up in Southern California during the era of Punk

Rock. He spent much of his time in bands, and it was during this

highly influential period of his life that he was exposed to the

rebellious tattooed lifestyle that would eventually take him over. He

spent much of his time painting leather jackets, designing music

flyers and hanging out in tattoo shops. “I was getting tattooed by

Mark Mahoney at Jack Rudy’s shop. I almost did an apprenticeship

with him. I was so impressed by the way he smoked a cigarette whilst

tattooing, letting the ash burn the full length of the cigarette without

it ever falling off.” 

Words Perry • Pictures Aaron Bell

A

Aaron eventually moved to Seattle with his

wife to get away from all the drugs and trouble

that they were getting into back home. Soon

after they had arrived a guy opened a tattoo

shop next door to where they were living.

“He’d learnt to tattoo during a 15 year stretch

in San Quentin prison, so it was a lot of single

needle, fine line stuff. He was part of a bike

gang and we just hit it off.” Aaron was offered

an apprenticeship within a few weeks. His first

tattoo was deep in some guy’s crotch! He

explained wryly “There was no way my boss

was going anywhere near that, so I got the

gig!” 

Having worked with him for the next couple of

years, whilst at the same time designing and

printing T-shirts from his garage. He then

made a life changing decision: “I sold all my

screen printing equipment, gave the money to

my boss and took over the shop. About ten

years later I had a chance to thank him for all

he had given me. He’d just come out of prison

and wanted to get back into tattooing. He

called me, and I was able to send him a bunch

of stuff; inks, machines, flash and an autoclave

– everything he needed to set up a shop. It felt

great to be able to pay him back in some way.

It felt like a tiny thing, compared to what he

had given me.” 

In the early part of the nineties,

tattooing was developing at a rapid

rate. Guy Aitchison, Joe Kennedy and

Aaron Cain were pushing the boundaries of

the art, and to a young Bell it seemed there

was no limit to what could be achieved. He

just needed to establish his style. “At that point

I was really only teaching myself. It was not

ok to go up the street and just walk into

another shop and strike up a conversation.” He

felt that his only real option for learning from

others was to get on a plane and go to the

National show. “That was the only place you

could see what other people were doing, and

maybe if you got to know some of the guys,

they might be kind enough to share a few ideas

with you. I did a lot of shows in those early on

days, mainly as a way to gather information.” 
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Since buying the shop in 1995 Aaron has

travelled tirelessly. In the early days he and his

wife would pack up the car and drive from

their home in Seattle to New York to work a

convention. They would then move on to

Philly and the Midwest, then back home. After

his daughter was born, she was also dragged

along for the ride: “I remember America used

to seem so big, but when you travel a lot it

pretty soon starts to shrink.” They then started

to fly which meant less time away from the

shop, and it opened up the opportunity for

more trips farther afield, such as to Europe and

Japan.  
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“Obviously going to Japan was massively influential. I’ve

managed to forge some great friendships with Japanese

tattooers. There is nothing more valuable than going out

and drinking a little sake and talking tattoos with Japanese

artists. I pick up a lot of invaluable tips, that even now,

you won’t find on the Internet. It’s easy to copy a Japanese

tattoo, but it is another matter altogether to really

understand it.” 
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For many artists, a definitive style is not often

planned from the outset. In fact, most tattooers

practice many styles before choosing to

specialise. It was that way for Aaron, and he

began to really explore Japanese tattooing

properly about 10 years ago; “I was really a

new school artist in the nineties. Then I

realised it was really a crutch because I

couldn’t draw that well. It was easier to make

everything bent and distorted. So I decided to

go back to the bare mechanics of drawing:

looking at light and shade, drawing cylinders,

cones and boxes. Only then could I see all my

earlier mistakes. 

What I really wanted to be was a good, all

round tattooer. I never planned to specialise.

Then I started getting into Japanese. I only

intend to go so far down that particular ‘rabbit

hole’. I wanted to have a basic understanding,

but the further I got into it, the more I realised

how little I knew, and the harder it became to

do a good, simple traditional tattoo. I have

been obsessively refining and simplifying my

work ever since. I still haven’t come out of

that hole to the detriment of other styles!”
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Fashions come and go in all walks of life and tattooing is no

exception. At the moment super realistic portraits are very much in

vogue but Aaron has pretty much no interest in that particular

style. I wondered why this is... “I have my reservations about that

stuff. I know there are guys who are at the forefront of it, who

understand the correct amount of black and shadow to maintain

form and definition, but I also see a lot of guys throwing in a lot of

colour and twinkly white highlights that dazzle the public and

celebrity judges at conventions. Any tattooist who has been

around a while knows, that looks great when it’s done, but

instantly our minds zip to five or ten years down the line and we

know what it’ll look like then. They are going to have to learn

some lessons for themselves the same way I had to with my own

work. Please don’t think I’m looking down on these guys from

some high and mighty point. I just think the young guys that pay

attention to those who have come before them, will be the ones

that make the best strides forward.” 
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Aaron has two shops now, with nearly twenty

artists working in them. This requires a whole

new set of skills. He takes a typically

pragmatic approach to man management: “It’s

simple. If you give respect and trust, you

usually get that back. Most shops are self-

governing, if anyone is fucking around, the

other people will pull them aside and have a

word. Usually the younger guys look up and

respect the older guys, because they have the

knowledge and have served their time. In

return, the older guys respect the skill, desire

and drive of the younger guys. It’s very rare

that any of my shops feel the need to call me

in to sort out problems. Most of my guys have

been with me for more than ten years, which

says a lot.” 

Reflecting back over his career he freely

admits that his drive and desire have waned

somewhat in recent years. “My focus has

shifted a little. My passion for tattooing

remains, but I don’t paint and draw so much

these days. It’s important for me to be a good

family man, and good person. Maybe it’s time

to start passing the baton down to the next

generation. I’ve been asked to do a lot of

seminars in the past, which I have always

shied away from. But as I get older, there is a

desire to share some of my knowledge with

those who deserve it…before I get to pushing

up the daisies.” 

www.slavetotheneedle.com 
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FRANKFURT
TATTOO CONVENTION

With an iconic skyline that reaches to the clouds Frankfurt is a city

divided by the river Main. On one side you have a tourist haven

festooned with shops, restaurants and hotels, while on the other

there’s a selection of modern glass and steel buildings, all

beautifully spaced out with tree-lined roads and punctuated with

large urban sculptures.

Words and pictures: Perry Rule

2. 3.

5.

4.

1.

1. iconic frankfurt skyline

2. body painting started both days

3. csiga, dark arts tattoo (hungary)

4. martin, lunatics (germany)

5. great shopping opportunities
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9.

6. 7. 8.

10.

12.

11.

6. christian roadu (germany)

7. arkos, pendragon (germany)

8. sculptures set around the hall

9. joe, chile (on the road)

10.randy engelhard, heaven of colours

11.chris block, fall out tattoo (germany)

12.ed (peru)

13.lars, art of pain (germany)

14.bodrov, bodrov tattoo (ukraine)

15.florien, vicious circle (germany)
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13. 14.

15.

Having been extensively bombed during the Second World

War, the city has been architecturally replanned and

returned to its former seat as Germany’s leading financial

centre. It’s a fitting city to house the fabulous network of

exhibition halls collectively known as ‘Messe’, which are

owned by the world’s biggest trade fair organisers, and this

was the venue for the 22nd Frankfurt Tattoo Convention.

This show is massive! I’d heard rumours beforehand that

more than 700 tattooists would be working, but I can’t

confirm the actual figure as I gave up counting around the

500 mark with loads left to go. With so many artists you

would think the standard of work might be variable, but I am

pleased to report that with only a few exceptions, it was in

fact very high. 

As I wandered from booth to booth the show just seemed to

get better. First came the amazing large scale oriental

illustrative work of Gao Bin from Taiwan, before turning the

corner to find Horiyoshi III - son of Kazuyoshi Nakano -

working just along from German realism supremo Andy

Engel. Lovers of traditional handwork styles were catered

for by the likes of Colin Dale of Skin and Bone in Denmark

or they could get a traditional hand taped Samoan piece

from Pili Mo’o. Northside Tattooz from Newcastle had also

made the trip across and produced some superb work over

the weekend. All in all the choice of styles seemed truly

endless.
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18.

16. 17.

16.dan ven den, dobbel steen (holland)

17.lucas, kosta side tattoo (germany)

18.mikes, blues bike

19.basco paschkov tattoo (russia)

20.basco pashkov, victor tattoo (germany)

21.tomesen, bloody ink (germany)
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19.

The main entrance was at the one end of the vast high ceiling exhibition hall with a large

stage structure at the opposite end. Good size artist booths and stalls were laid out in a

grid system set in blocks. Wide isles with good lighting helped to create a great working

environment which all helped to build a congenial atmosphere.

All through the weekend various forms of entertainment took place on the stage. Each day

started with a body painting display, which was then followed by bands, (who did a good

job of destroying some classic old rock anthems). There were also breakdancing displays,

fire shows from Cervena Fox, and several sets from Mikey’s Blues Bike (a kind of one

man band with instruments compiled around a motorbike frame). All graced the stage,

along with the now obligatory burlesque shows, which kept the crowd happy. Next to the

main stage a Muay boxing tournament took place over the weekend giving the crowds the

opportunity to see fast fist action up close and personal. 

20.

21.
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The tattoo competitions also took place on

the main stage, and interestingly an

entrance fee was charged for these, which

was given back in prize money. They were

so well supported that best of day

Saturday did not finish until about

11.30pm, with the winners announced

after midnight. Naturally the standard was

very high which meant a late night for us,

as we could not possibly leave, for fear of

missing the chance of photographing such

great tattoos.

The crowds packed themselves in steadily

over the three days, and for much of the

time the wide isles were full to bursting. It

was interesting to see such a mix of

tattooed and curiously non-tattooed

people enjoying this huge convention.

Tattooing in Germany is certainly not

showing any signs of a loss in popularity.

If you have never been to a convention in

Europe, I can recommend the Frankfurt

show: it really is worth a visit. The

friendliness and diversity of nationalities,

coupled with the chance of grabbing some

world-class ink along the way, make it a

must-do for the 23rd Frankfurt show in

2015.

22.

23. 24.

25.

22.geril, true art tattoo (russia)

23.gerrit, tattoomania (holland)

24.michele agostini, 

tribal tattoo studio (italy)

25.luigi marchini tattoos (italy)

26.diau farn, farn ho (taiwan)

27.bonel, corazon santo (holland)

28.bonel, corazon santo (holland)

29.manson wong, paul show hand
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26. 27. 28.

29.
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30.

32.

34.33.

31.

30.diau farn, farn ho (taiwan)

31.frank smith, never too late (germany)

32.luky, papi rouge (germany)

33.vittorio mustacchio, 

boss hogg tattoo (germany)

34.randy engelhard, 

heaven of colours (germany)
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Sander van Bussel, from the Dutch artist collective
Tilburg Cowboys, had the idea for the Human Rights
Tattoo Project in 2012, when a close friend and

Kenyan political activist Steve Nyash Nygah, was
murdered in Nairobi. This loss was a painful reminder to
him that human rights cannot be taken for granted
everywhere on this globe.

That tragic event was the catalyst for this ambitious project. Sander and his team from Mundial
Productions are planning to tattoo all 6773 letters that form the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights in English, one at a time. 
Planning, performing and painstakingly documenting this is a Herculean task. Thankfully, the
enormous enthusiasm that the project has recieved from both tattooists and the general public has
been nothing short of overwhelming.
We attended a fourth tattoo session at Berlin tattoo studio No Pain, No Brain: the German leg of
the Human Rights Tattoo Project.

Text, Interviews and Photos: 
Travellin’ Mick 
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Interview with Sander van Bussel: 

It is easy to see why an artist would want to comment on the issue of Human Rights. But
why do it this way? 
Human rights are the inherent property of each person. You are born with them, and they won’t
leave you when you die. They are not about committees, laws or regulations; they are about
people, human beings, and what that stands for. You carry them with you all your life, like a
tattoo. You commit yourself to a tattoo and we had this idea to make it a collaborative thing,
tattooing all 6773 letters of the Human Right Charter in the English language onto thousands of
people. We started in the slums of Nairobi, where my friend Steven was murdered. 

How was the project perceived in Kenya, where there is no tradition of pigment tattooing,
and where the idea might have seemed quite absurd to local people? 
Knowing this, it was actually a bit surprising how well people connected to our idea. They queued
to get tattooed, just the same as here in Berlin. 

How do you go about choosing the local partners in the places you want to go to? And why
Berlin? 
Mostly we do it at cultural events and festivals: places where the public might be particularly
interested in participating. We wanted to go to Berlin, because it is an open-minded place. We just
contacted No Pain No Brain, and they happily agreed to host us immediately. We will be at a
Design Convention in Holland next, and then we take the project back to Africa: probably
Zimbabwe and Malawi. 

Human Rights  
Tattoo Project 
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Both of those are places where human rights are not to be taken for granted. Is the Human
Rights Tattoo Project a purely artistic effort, or do you actually have goals that you want to
achieve through this? Who do you want to reach?
Right now there are more than 1500 highly motivated people walking around with a letter tattooed
onto them for eternity. Each time they are asked about the meaning of this tattoo, they will be
talking about Human Rights, and they will share those values. That should help, hopefully. 

I see you have one letter on you, yourself. Who received the first one, and who will receive
the very last one? 
Every single participant is documented on our website. You can click on each letter of the charter,
find the person, see the tattoo and read about his or her motivation. The first letter was on a
random person attending; the last one, maybe I will reserve for my daughter! 

And finally, turning to Rodrigo Corralles who is one of the artists tattooing today... Rodrigo
you are a regular guest artist at No Pain No Brain. Why are you participating in the Human
Rights Project by donating your time to get tattooed?
If Human Rights is not a worthy cause to support, then what else could be? And if I can be of
help, I will gladly do it. It is a good opportunity to express something with my tattoo work. Today
we are tattooing 48 different people and bring about an indelible connection between them.  

http://www.humanrightstattoo.org/
http://www.tilburgcowboys.nl 
http://www.nopain-nobrain.de/

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights: 

All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with
reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.

This is the first article of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which was brought
into effect on December 10th, 1948 by the United Nations. It is a fundamental founding
principle of the UN, but not a binding treaty, which could be legally enforced. The
Charter includes 30 articles, which define the inherent rights of all human beings,
disregarding race, sex, language, or religion. It bans - among other things - slavery,
torture, enforced marriage and promotes the right for fair trial, freedom of opinion and
assembly as well as free elections, also education and clean water. Conspicuously absent
is the the right for freedom from discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation or
gender identity, since 54 nations voted against this in 2008.
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PRIVATE VIEW
Our showcase for paintings, drawings and design work by the most creative tattooists on the planet. 
This month Tommy Fiendish, East Side Tattoo
If you would like us to consider your work, please send examples to: 
Private View, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich NR7 0AU. UK
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Where are you from?

I’m from Poznan, which is 300 kilometres west of Warsaw.  I work at

Czaszka i Sztylet (Skull and Dagger).

What’s the tattoo scene like in Poland?

We have a lot of young talented artists: Marcin Surowiec, Kuba Kujawa, Kamil Czapiga,

Glue Sniffer, Zappa, Bartosz Panas, Kris Ciezlik... All these guys are my good friends and I can

tell you honestly that they work hard: drawing, painting, and tattooing every day. 

So, do you think discipline is a big part of being a good artist?

Of course. like anywhere, you can find people who don’t take this job seriously.  I don’t see how they can

call themselves tattoo artists. I really can’t stand these lazy bastards! Sorry for the outburst.

Slawomir
NITSCHKE
Tattooing might be a relatively young art form

in Poland. There are many talented tattooists

pushing the boundaries on all fronts. Among

them is Slawomir Nitschke: a versatile

artist whose needle leads us into the

psychedelic woods of central Poland: a

land where frogs with musical talents

perform alongside four-breasted

fairies while ingesting magic

mushrooms.
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When was the first time you

remember seeing tattoos?

I’m not sure. I was very young, but I am quite

positive they would have been prison tattoos.

Who tattooed you for the very first

time, and who did your most recent

tattoo?

I got my first tattoo from Marzan of Sauron

Tattoo at age 17. I was sure it would be my

first and last tattoo, but I eventually returned

and got another one, and then another one

after that. My last tattoo was a 100% 90’s style

tribal piece made by my brother Kuba Kujawa

and I am super proud of it.

So how did you get started as a

tattooist?

I think I wanted to be a tattoo artist back

when I was in high school! I actually only

started about four years ago, when my friend

Momo who really loved my drawings insisted I

try tattooing them. I remember him calling me

on the phone saying “buy a tattoo machine,

the left part of my body is yours”. I was a

construction worker back in those days, so

when I had saved enough money to buy some

equipment I just went for it. I didn’t have any

type of apprenticeship. I’ve learned everything

I need to know from  watching my friends

tattooing in local shops.

Who do you consider to be your

mentors?

A lot of people have gave some good tips over

the years. For sure my friend Marcin Surowiec.

He helped me a lot and we love to work

together.  There are a lot of great artists out

there. Even though I don't know them

personally, they inspire me with their work.
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Are you influenced by other forms of

art?

Definitely! I studied at the Academy of Fine

Arts in Poznan, and I return to painting with

brushes on canvas whenever I can. I also like

to experiment with different media and

materials. I would like to be a complete artist:

something holistic like a mix between Picasso,

Robert Rauschenberg, and Kurt Schwitters. I

also collect old childrens’ books with amazing

illustrations.

Do you think modern tattoo artists

should work with different types of

media?

I don’t know, maybe. There are several ways to

improve your tattooing skills. For sure being

openminded is a good way to keep

progressing.

Who are your favorite tattoo artists?

Too many! I guess I have a bunch for every

kind of style. 
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How would you describe your style?

Just weird? I don’t know how to describe my style. I love simple, ugly, unusual, psychedelic
things. I’m still learning about tattooing, and still searching for my own path. I think I will be
able to describe my work in a few years.

Is there any direction you would particularly like to go in regarding

tattooing?

At the moment I would like to work on a larger scale. My clients give me total freedom
regarding subject matter and I love that, but I would also like to have more freedom
concerning the size! So, if you really want one of my cats just let me do it on your back! 

What’s the weirdest thing anyone has asked you to tattoo?

I guess my tattoos are all pretty weird... Honestly, I’m still waiting for a customer with a really
weird request!

What should a customer avoid asking you?

I don’t like when people ask my age. Please, don’t do it. Also I don’t like it when a customer
tries to change the idea I’ve had for a piece. If you don’t like my organic approach to
tattooing just go to another artist. I don’t need your money, that’s not what it’s all about.

What music do you listen to while working?

I listen to a lot of different music. I love to buy records, sit down and just listen to them. I
listen to rap, space rock, jazz, black metal. I try to be very open minded and listen to good
music. Right now I am in love with the new Causa Sui album, and if you don’t know it you
have to check it out.

Is it true that tattoo artists have no social life?

Let’s just say that being a tattooer is not a normal job: it's a total commitment. If you want to
be a respectable tattooer you don’t have free time, unless you don’t need to sleep. I work ten
hours for six days a week at the shop, and after that I go home to paint and draw. I really
don’t have time for other things, but so far I love my job and it gives me everything I need to
be happy.

What do you think about tattoo TV shows?

I don’t watch them and I don’t care that much about them. Tattooing is getting very popular
and this, like everything else, has a good and bad side.

How about travelling?

Usually I do some guest spots in Poland but I’m planning to visit some other countries too.
Travelling is definitely one of the best aspects of this job. I also have a lot of guests who visit
my shop.

Do you like going to conventions and do you have any favourite ones?

I like them a lot! It’s a great chance to meet new friends and catch up with old ones. Also you
can check other artists’ work and it’s a great growing opportunity. I love our conventions in
Poland such as Tattoofest and the Wroclaw: they are pretty good! Soon I am going to Russia
and England. Maybe I will see you there!

If you want to contact Slawomir drop him a line at slawomirtattoo@gmail.com.
or follow him at  https://www.facebook.com/niczkee

If you want to contact Slawomir drop him
a line at slawomirtattoo@gmail.com.
or follow him at
https://www.facebook.com/niczkee
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EYE EYE

SHADES OF GREY

COOL BEANS

GALLERY
PLUS



eye eye

ishi, illsynapse tattoo (japan)

alan proctor, twit twoo

billy hay, custom inc

guy tinsley, wiseguys tattoo



jan willem, 25 to life (holland)

matt kennedy, steel rain tattoo 

cassie connelly, steves tattoos

old man brierley, 
art house tattoo

roddy mclean, 

timeless tattoo

jens arnqvist, big street tattoo (sweden)



dan, la familia tattoo

charly huurman, body electric

hannah keuls, good times tattoo

piotre cwiek, southmead tattoo



john roberts, immaculate concept (canada)

mike boyd, indigo tattoo

becky foster, distinct ink

matt kennedy, steel rain tattoo

myke chambers, northern liberty tattoo (usa)

phil gibbs, stand proud tattoo



nick baldwin, bold as brass

richard dean, alan’s tattoo studio

olivia dawn,the tattoo company

paul priestley, skinshokz

nicklas wong, enter the dragon, (denmark)



mr hyde, skin and ink

olly, la familia tattoo

diel nordin, big street tattoo

jason james, never say die



johnny gage, flaming art

akexander yanitskiy, 

kipod (israel)

dmitriy samohin, ink army (ukraine)

piotre cwiek, southmead tattoo

shades of grey

domantas parveinis (lithuania)



leigh oldcorn, cosmic tattoo

christopher ormand, kri8tor (malta)

gavin clark, 

obsession tattoo



carlos torres, timeline gallery (usa)

chris meighan, studio 52

thomas bernd, hautnah tattoo (germany)

woody, cult classic



rocha, ivano natale ink lounge

mitko, mitko tattoo gaz, gb tattoo

ian hopkins, ian ink



marcin mikos, pix tattoo

matt jordan, ship shape tattoo

(new zealand)

max pniewski, southmead tattoo tony mancia, mancia studio (usa)

marcin mikos, pix tattoo



lorenzo, ivano, natale ink lounge

jack ribero (france)

mohan, mohan’s tattoo inn (napal)

ryan evans, 
new wave tattoo

yan spencer, holy cow tattoo



bugs, tattoo lounge (usa)

lio suied, iron ink (france)

cecil porter, cecil porter tattoo (usa) roddy mclean, timeless tattoo

cool beans



chris 51,studio 51 (usa)

gooney toons, str tattoo

dan stone, electric buddha callum berry, draconian tattoo
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mr greg, mr greg tattoo shop

charissa gregson, jolie rouge

paul tipping, 

o’ happy dagger custom tattoo

susanna widmann, 
scratchline tattoo

mik insekt, rude boy tattoo
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yan spencer, holy cow

max pniewski, southmead tattoo

phil kyle, magnum opus tattoo

christian holdfast, 
extreme needle tattoo

luci lou, angelic hell

live 2, giahi tattoo

(switzerland)

piotr gie, rock ‘n’ roll tttoo
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sharuzen, monsters under the bed (germany)

hollie west, indigo tattoo jay becerra, immortal inkstefan semt 
signs and wonders

(germany)

jim grey, sang bleu

ash davies, physical graffiti

kai suppel, angelic hell
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melissa kirbyson

honour bound tattoo

sneaky mitch

dock street tattoo

   

   

kurt marlow, falling leaves tattoo

pedro santos, vintage dagger

(portugal)

myke chambers, northern liberty tattoo (usa)

paul tipping, o happy dagger custom tattoo

david jennings, papa smurf tattoos
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ink&ironThis is the UK’s longest

running tattoo

convention, and is an event

that truly celebrates the love

of customising, be it a custom

tattoo or a custom bike.

The organisers certainly managed to pack a

lot into this one day extravaganza; with over

60 tattoo artists working the show, there was

something there for everyone, regardless of

personal taste. The guys from Painted Lady

Tattoo Studio, which is local to this event,

were producing lovely one off pieces, as was

Ollie Tye from Cosmic Monsters

Incorporated, whose style can’t be easily

described, or put into any one genre. I was

also impressed by the work of Kris Berent.

Seeing some of his work close up, both fresh

and healed it was clear, crisp and well-placed. 

Scattered around the show were traders,

including an in-house barber’s, with others

selling an eclectic bunch of wares. Some of

these were offering individual custom items; I

was particularly taken by the tattoo-style

stained glass on offer from Wonderland Glass,

and the silver jewellery offered up by

Argentem and Skulls and Orchids.

In a world where for the most part we are all

buying the same things from the monstrously

huge companies, be it Ikea, Tescos or Argos, it

is so refreshing to see that customised and

individually designed items are still on offer

and available for us all to buy. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

1. by gary stanley, 

painted lady tattoo parlour

2. ashley, the square tattoo studio

3. by kris berent, anima tattoo studio

4. by paul simms, ink shack tattoo studio
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I saw lots of people adding to their art

collection, either on their skin, on an item of

clothing or to hang on their wall. There was

the opportunity to buy artwork for your wall

from the likes of the lovely Jessica Gough from

Crows and Crossbones or Dawnii Fantana

from Painted Lady. 

Unfortunately, the weather was typical of the

British springtime and the day was overcast

with showers, meaning that the car park did

not see as many customised vehicles as I have

seen in previous years. But there was still

enough for us petrolheads to enjoy and I

loved seeing some of the ingenious

engineering that had been used, both on two

wheels and three. 

Unlike most other shows the competitions

took place throughout the day, in the centre of

the hall, with Dave, Ian and Jemima on judging

duty. So whenever you weren’t busy with

either getting ink or shopping, you could head

over and watch some judging and see people

proudly displaying their living art. The trophies

this year were decorated by tattoo artists,

such as Dawnii, Cathy Sue and Charlotte Ross.

This was an interesting touch and made each

trophy uniquely individual.  

This show has a strong history of providing

entertainment throughout the day and once

again this year the organisers didn’t

disappoint. The daytime saw the burlesque

performances of Dark Teaser and Pixie

Amore. There were also three bands offering

acoustic rock, reggae and the bluegrass

rockabilly. The rockabilly lead singer of Rhino

and the Ranters also acted as compere, and he

did a great job, keeping us all up to speed with

what was happening around the show, not just

on the stage.

As I walked around the show I was struck by

the great atmosphere, and how pleasant it was

to see tattooers beavering away laying down

fresh tattoos, while all around them people

were laughing and joking, often over a beer or

a plate of chips, and last but not least new

treasures were being purchased.

All too quickly the trophies were handed out

to the deserving winners and the day came to

an end. As I headed on home I reflected that

this really is a one day show filled with fun and

it always seems to be over too soon. Until

next time...

5. best small colour

6. by kris berent, anima tattoo studio

7. paul tipping working

8. stained glass by wonderland glass

9. by ollie tye, 

cosmic monsters incorporated

10. by nick immes, 

painted lady tattoo parlour

11. by ladislav hacel, alone in the dark

12. by ladislav hacel, alone in the dark

13. by paul tipping, oh happy dagger

14. dark teaser, and feather

15. rhino and the ranters

5. 6.

7.

8. 9.
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10. 11.

12.

13.

14. 15.
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I’ve known Soap for what seems like an age, his studio, Lab
Monkey has been open for 14 years now. He’s always been
open, honest and genuinely pleased to see me, which warms

the cockles of my heart. Once again we met up at the Scottish
Tattoo convention and it seemed a good time to find out a little
more about this charming man… 

Originally from Cumbria, Soap’s first experience of tattooing came at the hands of Colin and
Mike from Mike’s Tattoos in Carlisle. Soap was studying film at university and spending most of
his time skateboarding and dealing with political issues surrounding animal rights. Complete with
dreadlocks and dressed like a hunt saboteur he turned up at the studio for his morning
appointment. “I got there early, and was messed about quite a bit. I was eventually tattooed
around seven at night, but I learnt so much from that one day hanging out in their studio.
Everything happened: I fainted whilst getting tattooed and woke up on the floor. Mike had a fight
in the shop during the day. Everyone in there was proper tough and proper old school. I literally
decided at that point tattooing was for me, and was what I was going to do for the rest of my life. 
It was an amazing day, and for the rest of my time at university I went into the shop as much as I
could.” 

His career began at a small tattoo shop in Kendal, working a couple of days a week. When his
then girlfriend (now his wife), came home from work and said she was being transferred back
home to Stirling in Scotland, Soap decided to join her. “I had several job opportunities to work in
studios, but they all fell through. For some it was just the fact that I came from England. It is
something I always make a point of mentioning if I’m asked to do a traditional Scottish tattoo,
because for some people it is still an issue, although now I have been here long enough to be
accepted.” 

LAB MONKEY

Interview: Perry Rule • Photos: Soap 



He had two formal apprenticeships for which
he is very grateful, although he feels that he
only really started to learn anything once he
had opened his own shop and began to travel.
“I have always been happy to do any tattoo
that comes in, as long I know I can make a
good job of it. I wouldn’t do a tattoo that I
thought was going to look shit. I recently had a
middle aged, smartly dressed man come in
wanting the Mike Tyson tribal face tattoo.
After advising him against it, and him
insulting me, I refused to do it. This really
upset him, but I need to feel good about
myself. As a tattooist I have a certain amount
of social responsibility, and that may be
different for each tattooist. As times change
and competition rises, and with financial
pressures, I think we will probably see more
tattooists prepared to do facial and extreme
tattooing.” 

Working in a small town Soap is happy to
tattoo in any style, but his real love is for
Japanese, Western Traditional and Lettering.
“If I become attracted to a particular style, I
like to go and work with someone I consider to
be great at it. You can only measure yourself
against the best. In a field of one you are
always going to be the fastest runner.”  For
example to move his calligraphy forward he
worked alongside Dan Sinnes. “Once Dan and
I both drew my name to compare our styles.
When Dan quizzed me on the differences I
replied that his was fancier, and he simply
replied that mine was shit! I love that honesty.
Stewart Robson has also helped me a lot with
everything, he told me that ‘lettering should
not be written, it needs to be drawn’. Those
little snippets of advice can change the way
you work” 
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I wanted to know where Soap feels he’s at in
relation to his progression as an artist. He feels
that “I’m too old to be one of the young bucks,
nor am I a part of the old guard. I am still
striving to improve, and a lot of the old guard
have simply allowed themselves to get left
behind. I don’t want that to happen to me. I am
lucky to have had some pivotal people in my
life that have helped to shape me as a person.”
His Friendship with Steve Byrne has also had a
massive impact. “I tried to get him to critique
my work, though he never would, but he did
always encourage me. He took me to a lot of
places and introduced me to a lot of people,
which in turn opened a lot of doors and my
eyes to a wider world of tattooing.” Iain
Mullen who works at Imperial Tattoo in
Sweden worked with Soap for about six years,
which again was an important part of his
development; “He continually pushed and
challenged me, both in my work and in
everything I thought. We had so much fun, and
he has gone on to become an amazing artist.” 

He also had the pleasure of working at Royal
Tattoo in Denmark. “I’ve never met anybody
with the energy to match Henning Jørgensen.
He continues to excel and is an inspiration to
me in every area of his life. The time I spent
with him changed me as a person. It was so
influential. It had an effect on all aspects of my
life, not just my work but also how to conduct
myself as a human. I also have a great
friendship with Stewart Robson and Valerie
Vargas who have always been so generous
with their help and advice. Stewart started
tattooing in my shop, and I am proud to say I
helped him whilst he was getting started, and
now he is constantly returning the favour.” 

Dealing with people when he worked abroad
was also a positive learning experience. “I did
a drawing for a customer in Denmark, and
when I asked if they liked it, they simply said
no! They were not being rude, it’s just
different culturally. At home my customers
would say ‘Oh, I like that bit, but maybe
change this’. It’s almost like an unwritten rule
in this country that you don’t criticise your
tattooist, and maybe we as artists need to come
down a little from our ivory towers. A lot of
tattooists would not cope well with a design
being rejected and most customers would feel
embarrassed to question one.” 
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When I asked Soap what motivates him the most he simply replied “Bills! Actually, I’m lucky
because I love my job, I constantly want to improve and gain the respect of my peers, and it’s not
important to me to have handmade jeans or any of the cool expensive gear. I would rather the
people that I admire think that I did a good job. That’s worth so much more. It may sound corny,
but I try to make every tattoo the best I can do. With Japanese, if you know three rules to make a
tattoo correct and you only use two of them, then you have failed. If you use all three and
someone tells you a fourth, then you take that on board.” 

So is this the way that Soap sees himself developing in the future? “As far as my work goes I
would like to take elements of the artists that I most admire, Henning, Mike Rubendall, Chris
O’Donnell, and bring them into my work without directly copying or producing a ‘Tesco value’
version. Simply allowing myself to be influenced and inspired, but not to try and reproduce them.
I do get to do a lot of Japanese work based where I am, because people know that’s what I do, but
I feel there is always room for improvement.” 

Looking back Soap opened his own shop at an early age with no money and little experience. This
decision was not made from a position of choice, more necessity, as he had no other options. “It
wasn’t really scary or brave, more that I was too young and stupid to realise what I was doing!
Now that I’m older and a little wiser, I realise how lucky I have been to succeed. I was never
cocky or arrogant, but I was always confident that I could do anything, partly through self-belief,
and partly because I had to make it work. Stirling is not a big city and there are now quite a few
tattoo shops. Like anywhere, some of us get on and some of us don’t. Generally I have found that
the better shops get along with each other. It seems we are no longer in direct competition. With
things like Instagram, magazines, Facebook and so on, tattooing is no longer an art form viewed
in isolation. 
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36.

It used to be the case that you could survive being the best in your town. Now people
are educated and will travel out of your town, so the competition, which used to be the
studio up the street, is now much bigger and tougher. For me it’s even more important
to ensure my work is up to a standard as it will now be seen by so many more people,
including those I admire. Because of this I need to make sure the work is done the right
way. There is often an easier and ‘more lazy’ route to do a design, but it is no longer ok
to produce a tattoo that both you and the customer are happy with, it needs to be more
than that.” 

I finished my chat by asking Soap what role he sees tattoo conventions having in these
days of instant electronic access? “I think there are still key conventions,
internationally, nationally and locally. The Scottish tattoo convention is important to
me, and not just as a social event to meet up with everybody. If an artist comes to a
show they may only do a couple of tattoos but everyone will see those tattoos. If the
tattoo is original with interesting elements it will seep into everybody’s work and it can
influence and enrich a whole area. So yes, shows are still important, but some are more
important than others.”  

Soap was keen that we acknowledge the people who have been influential and
supported him throughout his career, most of whom have already been mentioned in
his own words: “It means the world to me to have the support of so many fabulous
people and of course all my customers past, present and future.” 

Soaps warm personality coupled with is dedication to produce excellent tattoos, mean
he’s sure to have many customers heading to his studio for years to come.

http://labmonkeytattoo.com
info@labmonkeytattoo.co.uk
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T
his month’s cover model describes
herself as a “professional wife -
level 9!” She’s also a former

student of sociology, and is big on

politics: “I’m a crazy left wing person. I
believe communism would work if the
right person was in power.” And by the

right person she means Stephen
Fry! She is also a mother of two, a
tattoo widow (her husband is Paul
Davies of Loki Ink) and she is a
lady who does not mince her
words… 

Neen, tell us a bit about yourself? 
I’m Janina Davies, but everyone calls

me Neen. I’m Polish and you actually

pronounce my name “Ya-neen-ah”

but it’s too complicated to explain

that every time I meet someone

new, so Neen it is. I’m 25, which

seems crazy-old considering I

started modelling when I was a

teen. I now own a house with a

garden and have an awesome

collection of children.

I almost feel like

a real

person,

although I still

find myself

questioning what

I'll be when I grow

up. Apart from

ranting to myself

about feminism and

communism, I love

art and

photography. I try

to collect old

cameras. I used

to draw a lot but

when I met Paul,

suddenly all my

drawings looked

like a seven year

old had done them! I also play

piano, it’s my way to escape. I

don’t drink or smoke so it’s a

nice distraction. 
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What kind of music and films are

you into?

I’m into the same music I was at 16;

Joy Division, Pearl Jam, Black Rebel

Motorcycle Club and The Cat Empire

to name a few. I’m not too sure if that’s

cool in a vintage way, or just a bit sad.

When it comes to films I’m more or

less forced to watch them nowadays. I

end up watching shockingly bad films

from the late eighties because my

husband tricks me into it by calling

them “classics”. This word now has no

meaning to me and I can never again

trust Paul’s judgement. 

Where does your love for tattoos

come from?

It probably comes from my mum. Don’t

get me wrong, she hates tattoos, but

as I grew up she banged on about how

I shouldn’t want to fit in. And that I

don’t need to please everyone, as Iong

as I have a strong personality that’s all

that matters. She regrets that now, but

I truly believe it. Never judge me

because of what I wear on my skin. 

Tell us about the tattoos that you

have? 

I love all my tattoos, even the bad

ones! Just because they make me

think of when I had them done. I

sometimes get a tattoo for no reason

at all. And other times because I love

the artist. My last tattoo was by David

Swambo in Cardiff. And that was

mainly because I love his colour work.

It’s kind of grungier and darker than

other stuff. Although I annoyed him

telling him he could have a free rein.

Why would it annoy a tattooist to

give them a free rein?

I spoke to him about it. He said he

likes control over the final design but

it’s hard to make up a design for

someone he doesn’t know what he or

she wants. To have complete control is

difficult because he has been given no

brief or preferences.

What other tattoos do you have?

A lot of my tattoos are still in progress,

as I seem to be good at having babies

so I have to wait a long while to get

tattooed again. Paul is way too busy to

fit me in. I have an octopus on my foot,

which was started by Sonia Jade

which I can’t wait to get finished. My

left arm sleeve needs to be completed

by my husband. 

I have all different styles. I favour dot

work and new school girly colour. Paul

mixes his style up. I love the dot work

girl portraits he does. I have one on my

leg. I think she is amazingly beautiful.

It hurt like a bitch though; I cried and I’m

not ashamed. It was my first tattoo after

having my daughter Imogen and it was

horrible but worth it. 

I also have a squirrel on my upper leg

done by a guy called Bear. I want to say

he lives in the woods in a magical hut

which I stumbled upon, whilst lost in Bath.

But his real name is Ben Doran and he

works at River City Tattoo Collective.

Everyone calls him Bear because he looks

like one. I’m nowhere near done with

getting tattooed, but it’s all about patience.

I’m learning to accept that. 

As your husband is a tattooist? Does

that work well for you when you want a

new tattoo?

The short answer to that is no, not at all.

You might think “there's a tattoo model

married to a tattoo artist; that must work

out well”. Being a tattoo artist’s wife is a

lonely job and it was never the reason I

fell for him. Paul is a crazy talented tattoo

artist which means he’s always busy. I

never get a look in. 

Do you have a favourite among your

tattoos?

I don’t have a favourite tattoo really... I

pretty much love them all. The one people

ask most about is the Marmite jar. Marmite

even published it on their Facebook page!

It was my nickname when I was younger:

basically because I come off a bit bitchy,

but I am genuinely the best person and

modest, too. I’m just too honest for my

own good. The most meaningful to me are

the ones done by Paul. I have a

hummingbird holding a pocket watch on

the bottom of my leg, which has the time

and date Paul proposed to me. Oh, and I

also have a portrait of Paul on my leg

which people might think a bit extreme.

What can I say? He has a good face! So

that is one of my favourites.

Is there any particular tattoo artist

you’d like to tattoo you in the future?

I have so many. I love Tiny Miss Becca’s

work; her style is beautiful, I think a lot of

other tattoo artists have been influenced

by her. I also want Miss Jo Black to tattoo

me. We had her in our shop and she is the

coolest urban goth I know. Also Sonia

Jade who works in Loki Ink and Natalie

Gardiner from Legacy Ink, who are both

up and coming artists.

Do ever need to cover your tattoos in

everyday life?

I probably should. I have had some

negative comments. But I’m very stubborn

and I don’t. I’m proud of my tattoos.

You have kids. Are tattoos just normal

for them or do they realise that not

everyone has as many and you and

their father?

Tattoos are very normal for them: well,

they are for my eldest. My one year old

hasn’t a clue! My daughter realises we are

different but she is proud. A girl at school

once asked Ewa why I had so many. She

just gave the simple and truthful reply: “my

mum just likes them”.

What is your motto in life?

I don’t think I have one. Who has mottos?

OK… I’ll make one up. 

Tattoos are like boyfriends; as long as

each one has something which is better

than the last, then you shouldn’t regret

any! 

Are you a pint half full or half empty

person? 

I’m a realist. If the pint was full then I

drank it, it’s now half empty. If I

intentionally poured it half way then it’s

half full. 

If you could rule the country for one

day, what would you do?

Change the letter J so it sounded like a Y. 
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Painted Lady Tattoo Parlour
Station Rd, Birmingham, West Midlands B31 3TE
0121 608 6086
www.paintedladytattoostudio.com
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portsmouthtattooextravaganza
T

he Portsmouth Tattoo Extravaganza is always

high up on our hit list when it comes to tattoo

conventions. Its organiser Reno always has a

trick or two up his sleeve; in past years he has had

Gil ‘The Drill’ Montie, Hannah Aitchinson and

Shotsie Gorman along as guests. This year was no

different; Roman Abrego from Artistic Element

Tattoo had flown over from California for the

weekend as had Chris Torres from Red Legged Devils

in Brooklyn, New York. These are both great artists,

and have featured in reality TV shows.

Preparations were going full steam ahead. Then two weeks before the event the

news came in; the show’s home the Pyramid centre, which is located bang on the

Portsmouth sea front, could not host it. The brutal weather that has hit the

British coastline this year had one more sting in its tail. The centre was damaged,

and at the last minute it was deemed unsafe. Now that’s what you call a big

headache, and a problem I wouldn’t wish on my worst enemy. So instead of

heading for Portsmouth, on that sunny Sunday morning I jumped onto my trusty

motorcycle and headed for Havant Leisure Centre, not that I actually had any

idea where that was. 

Words and Pictures: James Sandercock

1.

3. 4. 5.

2.
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1. by lianne moule, immortal ink
2. by roman abrego, 

artistic element tattoo (usa)
3. by ben griffiths, ink fish tattoo
4. art by urban vigilante
5. el lurcho, sword swallower
6. roman abrego working
7. by geofferson langley, studio 59
8. by ian hopkins, ians ink
9. by killian moon, 

new skull tattoo (costa rica)
10. by simon blay, custom electric
11. lawrence ah ching, le segaula
12. by steve hunter, touch of ink
13. by stix draconian tattoo

In the end it turned out to be a few motorway exits along from Portsmouth, just a little bit

inland.  As I headed towards the town the Extravaganza signs started to appear and guided me

nicely into the Leisure centre car park. As I stepped off the bike I could not help feel a bit

gutted for everybody involved. This was not in the master plan, but I grabbed my cameras and

headed in, to discover that the enforced changes to proceedings hadn’t had anything like as

much of a negative impact as I’d feared.

The first thing I got when I headed inside was a warm welcome, which lifted my mood

immediately. I was then presented with a great Elvis portrait by Roman, click…all in all not a

bad start to proceedings. And the day carried on with a positive vibe. Fairly soon the memory

card on my camera was filling up, and the brick walls which surrounded me were melting away

and I was just at another great tattoo convention surrounded by other lovers of the art form,

just as any tattoo convention should be.

6.

9.

13.

10. 11. 12.

7. 8.
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14. 15. 16.

17.

18.

19. 20.

21.



The face of tattooing has certainly

changed in the last few years with the

old guard now being joined by more

than a few talented young artists.

Studios like Ian Ink, Touch of Ink and

Forever and Ever are producing

impressive bodies of work and all had

a lot of their clients supporting them

at the show. The American visitors

added a little star quality to the

proceedings, but were as down to

earth as the local boys. There were a

few other overseas travellers at the

show; Killian Moon was over for a few

guest spots from New Skull Tattoo in

Costa Rica and Lawrence Ah Ching

was tapping it in. All in all it was a

pretty good spread.

The entertainment was great with

Dave Barrett and his guitar taking us

through the afternoon with a couple

of sets of popular covers. There was

also a great performance from

burlesque act Chi Chi Revolver and

her Hula-hoops, and not forgetting El

Lurcho the sword swallower who gave

those with a weak stomach a reason

to pop outside for a breath of fresh air

in the sunshine.

14. by eugene rubels, ians ink

15. by urban vigilante, forever and ever tattoo

16. by kevin reid, draconian tattoo

17. (left to right) derek cambell, john treharne and ian of reading 

18. the dave ayres memorial award present to derek cambell by ian of reading

19. by ian hopkins, ians ink

20. by jake docksy, ravenskin tattoo

21. fiona long, from feline tattoo

22. by angela pelentrides, new wave tattoo

23. by moni marino (australia)

24. by tony ciavarro, stinky monkey (usa)

25. by leo ruis, timebomb tattoo

26. leo ruis

27. mark nutley, studio ink

28. simon blay, custom electric

22. 23. 24.

25.

26. 27.

28.
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The story of this year’s Portsmouth Tattoo Extravaganza is

one of triumph over adversity, and in many ways it

demonstrated that if people want to go to a tattoo

convention they will go regardless of any enforced

changes. It was great to see that level of support and

understanding, from both artists and tattoo collectors,

towards the show. Its organisers faced some incredible

challenges but in the end, ended up creating a positive

vibe and feeling of unity that you don’t get at every tattoo

convention. Although I’m sure in an ideal world they could

have lived without the cranial strain…

29. by nick mills, painted lady tattoo parlour

30. by zanda puspure, hammersmith tattoo

31. by clive bilham, ink to envy

32. by ceri williams, inklination

33. by martin moore, ians ink

34. by urban vigilante, forever and ever tattoo

35. by ryan evans, new wave tattoo

36. by diddy martin, forever and ever tattoo

29. 30.

31.

32.

34.
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What did your family and friends think about you 
getting into the business?
My family are always supportive of what I do and what I’m into; I
am really thankful for that. And as far as my friends go, none of
them used to have tattoos, and now most of them wear my ink. So I
presume they quite enjoy my career choice!

What was the first tattoo you ever did? Can you tell me
about it?
Ooohh, I think it was something like a small tribal dragon. I did it on
a guy I’d never seen in my life, and he had no clue that it was my
first piece. Of course it took me forever to finish, but the guy was
pretty happy with my work. I guess it wasn’t bad at all. I actually did
a cover-up on that piece a few years later too.

When you look at the body of work across these
pages one thing quickly becomes apparent:

whatever style of tattooing Roman Warwink turns his
hand to ends up looking stunning. He has been tattooing
for just five years, and only picked up a machine in the
first place on the advice of a friend. There were no other
jobs around so he decided to give it a go. His clean lines,
smooth colour blends and original designs, flow across the
body and make this young Estonian artist a serious
talent on the global stage.
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So, tell me about your shop...
To be honest, my studio is quite small, but it’s cosy and has everything I need to
work. Though the busier I get, the more room I will need. So I have a feeling I
might need to expand pretty soon.

Can you describe how you go about creating a tattoo from concept
to finished design?
This is pretty much how it normally goes: the client comes up with an idea, and
I, in turn, make it happen. I never fully work through the design on paper, I just
do sketches. The final version of the piece is only seen when it is fully finished,
and while I am still tattooing, some bits and details can change at any point.
That way, it is interesting for both me and the client; you never know what’s
going to turn out in the end.
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How would you describe your
style? 
I still consider myself to be a young artist,
so I can’t say that I have my own style at
the moment. I have yet to try a lot of
what is curently going on out there, that
will take time. 

Describe how your role models and
any other sources of inspiration
have affected your tattooing?
There are many artists who have
influenced my work and development. I
communicate a lot, and look at different
pieces and sketches. I just like to see
what other people are doing and if I like
it then I put that to use within my own
work, in my own way.

Have you had any particularly
funny experiences with customers?
I think every person who ends up
working with people has some funny
stories. Usually they just happen from
misunderstandings, or from the client
having too big an ego. I remember one
guy; he came to my shop with a big
piece of paper, with something really
obscure on it. It looked as if he’d just sat
in paint, and then smeared that on the
paper. When I asked him what it was, he
replied “Its my life when I’m tripping on
magic mushrooms”. That got me even
more confused and I just sent the guy
home!
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What do you think a client should expect from you as a tattoo artist,
and also what do you require from a client to make a successful tattoo
and a good collaboration?
The main thing is for a client to be really happy with his ink. Plus do not bother me
when I’m working, and take good care of it when I’m done.

How would you describe the current status of tattooing for the general
public in Estonia?
I have to say, it’s getting pretty big. People are getting more interested and open
to ideas and getting larger pieces of work. I remember a few years ago the word
sleeve scared most people away, never mind getting a full back piece. Nowadays I
get girls who are ready to cover all of their body with my ink. I think tattoo culture
will only keep growing.
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TV shows, the Internet and especially social
networks like Facebook and Twitter have become
massive in recent years. What impact do you think
that has for the future development of the tattoo
industry?
First of all, it’s great for advertising and promotion. Secondly,
it helps people to compare artists and choose the one they
like best. Artists have a much better chance to learn from
each other, communicate, share skills and experiences. At the
end of the day, I think social networks are really beneficial to
both the culture and the industry.

Finally, is there anything else you’d like to say to the
readers?
Get proper quality tattoos!

www.warwink.com
www.facebook.com/roman.warwink
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CONVENTION CALENDAR
Tattoo convention listings on this page are free. 

Send your details to Convention Calendar, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, Norfolk,

NR7 0AU, UK or e-mail editor@totaltattoo.co.uk All details correct at time of going to press. E&OE.

UK CONVENTIONS

June 7-8

Croydon Tattoo Convention
Fairfield Halls, Park Lane, Croydon,  Surrey CR9 1DG,

www.croydontattooconvention.com/

June 7-8

Northampton International 
Tattoo Convention
Saints Rugby Ground, Weedon Road, Northampton,

NN5 5BG

www.northamptoninternationaltattooconvention.com

Tel:01604 949958

June 7-8

Reading Tattoo Convention
Rivermead Leisure Complex, Richfield Avenue,

Reading, RG1 8ER

Tel 0118 959 0700 or 0118 959 8616

readingtattooshow@hotmail.co.uk

www.readingtattooshow.co.uk

June 13-16

Inkfest 3
Sand Bay Leisure Resort, 

Weston Super Mare

www.inkfest.co.uk

June 14

North East Tattoo Expo
ARC, Stockton Arts Centre, 

Dovecot Street Stockton-on-Tees

TS18 1LL 

www.facebook.com/northeasttattooexpo

June 21-22

The Scottishbodyart Show 
Kirkcaldy Ice ArenaRosslyn Street. Kirkcaldy.

KY13HSF

http://www.scottishbodyart.co.uk

E-mail bribsy@yahoo.co.uk tel 07901970611

June 21-22

Ink for Heroes
The Racecourse, Knavesmire Rd, York, 

North Yorkshire YO23 1EX

www.inkforheroes.co.uk

inkforheroes@hotmail.co.uk

July 12-13

Milton Keynes 
Tattoo Expo
Stadium MK, Stadium Way West, 

Milton Keynes, MK1 1ST 

Tel 01908 604201

www.mktattooconvention.co.uk

July 19-20

Cardiff Tattoo & 
Toy Convention
Mercure Cardiff Holland House Hotel

24-26 Newport Road, Cardiff, 

CF24 0DD

info@cardifftattooandtoycon.co.uk

www.cardifftattooandtoycon.co.uk

July 26-27

Portsmouth Tattoo Convention
The Portsmouth Guildhall, Portsmouth, Hampshire

www.portsmouthtattooconvention.com

August 15-17

Titanic International 
Tattoo Convention
Titanic Building Belfast

1 Queens Rd, Titanic Quarter

Belfast BT3 9EP,

www.facebook.com/titanic.tattooconventionbelfast14

August 16-17

Dundee Tattoo Convention
Abertay Union, 1-3 Bell Street, Dundee, Angus DD1

1HP, Scotland

http://dundeetattooconvention.co.uk

August 16-17

Norwich Body Art Festival
The Open Youth Venue, 20 Bank Plain,

Norwich, Norfolk NR2 4SF

www.norwichbodyartfestival.co.uk

August 22-25

Tatcon, Blackpool
Norbreck Castle Hotel, Queen’s Promenade

Blackpool, Lancashire FY2 9AA

www.tatconblackpool.co.uk

Aug 30-31

The Robin Hood Tattoo Festival
Cotgrave Welfare Club, Woodview, Cotgrave,
Nottinghamshire NG12 3PJ
www.robinhoodtattoofestival.co.uk

September 5-7

The 2nd International Deaf
Tattoo Convention
St. John’s Deaf Community Centre

258 Green Lanes, Manor House, London, N4 2HE

www.deaf-tattoo.com

September 14

Female Tattoo Show
Leamington Assembly, Spencer Street, Warwickshire

CV31 3NF

www.femaletattooshow.co.uk/

September 26-28

London Tattoo Convention
Tobacco Dock

Porters Walk, London, E1W 2SF

www.thelondontattooconvention.com

October 25-26

Tattoo Royale
Harrogate International Centre

King’s Rd, Harrogate, 

North Yorkshire HG1 5LA

www.tattooroyale.co.uk

Nov 7-9

Jurassic Coast Tattoo Convention
Premier Inn, Westover Road, Bournemouth, Dorset

www.jurassiccoasttattooconvention.co.uk

November 15-16

East Coast Tattoo Expo
Highfield Holiday Park, Clacton

www.eastcoastexpo.co.uk

November 29-30

Cariad Ink
Venue Cymru, The Promenade, Llandudno LL30 1BB

www.facebook.com/CariadInk

OVERSEAS
CONVENTIONS

June 13-15

14th Valencia Tattoo Convention
Expo Hotel Valencia, Avd. Pio X114
www.valenciatattooconvention.com

June 20-22

Transilvania Tattoo Expo
Sibiu, Romania

www.tattooexpo.ro

www.transilvaniatattoo.ro

June 27-29

15th Midleton Tattoo Convention
Midleton Rugby Club, Midleton, Cork, Ireland

August 1-3

Berlin Internationale 
Tattoo Convention
Eichenstr.6  12435 Berlin

www.tattoo-convention.de

September 5-7

22nd Annual Meeting 
of the Marked
Monroeville Convention Center, Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania, USA

Tel + 1 412 531 5319 or 

email tattootim@me.com

www.meetingofthemarked.com

September 13-14

Galway Tattoo Show
Radisson Hotel, Lough Atalia Road, Galway, Ireland

email: galwaytattooshow@gmail.com

www.facebook.com/galwaytattooshow

September 14-16

6th Castellon Tattoo Convention
Recinto Ferial La Pérgola 

Parque Ribalta,

Castellón de la Plana

Spain

November 2

Tattoo Sunday
Studio Hall 8310, Brugges, Belgium

www.facebook.com/tattoosundaybrugge

November 7-9

International Brussels Tattoo
Convention
www.brusselstattooconvention.be/
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What makes you happy?

White wine.

What makes you angry?

Cruelty.

What was the last book you read?

The Dragon Empress, by Marina Warner. It’s

about the last Chinese Empress and the

Imperial Court. Having read that, I can see

why the Chinese people desperately needed a

revolution (although maybe not exactly the

one that transpired).

What was the last movie you saw?

It was Good Vibrations: a film about punk rock

in Belfast. Ok, that’s an exaggeration: I’ve not

actually watched it yet, but I will. I have had

the DVD since Christmas, but I’m not a big

movie watcher, and I can’t remember the last

one I watched.

What pets do you have? 

At the moment I have four pets, which is not

as many as I’d like! I would have an animal

sanctuary if I could. They are; Bean, Ziggy, Her

Satanic Majesty Tilly and Marvin X, the Black

Panther.

What would you eat for your last

meal on earth?

Vegan cheesecake. I’m not talking one slice

here... I mean the whole cake: piled high with

fruit and sticky sauce, followed by strong black

coffee and some wine.

What’s your funniest tattoo story?

That’s hard to choose... Years of working with

the wonderfully bonkers public has left me

with enough anecdotes to last me a lifetime! A

quick survey at work has revealed that the

general favorite is the customer who came in

asking for the ‘clapping hands with the beads’.

If you won the lottery what is the

first thing you would buy?

An animal sanctuary! Specifically for all the

cruelty cases that need saving. I would also

love to have a brewery and a pub to go with

it.

Who would play you in the movie of

your life? 

Johnny Depp. Wait, what was the question

again?

What song would be the soundtrack

to your life? 

I’m going to pass on that one. I’d love it to be

something pompous and dramatic, but it

would probably just be some crappy radio

station.

What would your super power be?

I would slow down time, as it always seems to

be running away from me.

What achievement are you most

proud of?

My career and my studios: the fact that 14

people are able to make a living doing

something they love.

What is your biggest regret?

I’ve hired the odd dud.

What keeps you awake at night?

Ideas and projects; sometimes I become

obsessed with possibilities and how to make

them work, or as my partner calls it, ‘going off

on one’. In bad cases I can’t sleep for my mind

churning. 

Any new exciting news you would

like to share?

I am digging a pond in my garden. Fascinating

stuff, I know. I’ve also set up a portrait painting

studio in my attic and am always looking for

models.

What’s your favourite tattoo?

Another hard one to answer. There are so

many mind blowing and beautiful pieces out

there, but I’m choosing this ‘Whip it Good’

one. I don’t even know who did it, it just

cracks me up every time. 

What is the best lesson life has

taught you?

Just go for it.

How would you like to be

remembered?

As someone who cared.

What is your favourite tattoo that

you have done and why? 

I’m still working on that one, but maybe this

Peacock Sleeve one is a good example of

where I’m at right now.

Finish this sentence: Morag is…?

Out enjoying herself.

mugshot
We ask tattooists some probing questions and encourage 

them to reveal a different side of themselves!  

This month

Morag Sangster
Tribe Tattoo
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